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          ABSTRACT 
 
 
TITLE OF THE ABSTRACT : Study of cardiac autonomic control and physical fitness in 
martial artists. 
DEPARTMENT   : Physiology 
NAME OF THE CANDIDATE : Dr. Aneesh Joseph 
DEGREE AND SUBJECT  : MD Physiology 
NAME OF THE GUIDE  : Dr. Elizabeth Tharion 
 
OBJECTIVES 
To study the effect of Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic status and physical fitness by 
comparing Kungfu trained subjects with control subjects matched for age, BMI and physical 
activity level. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Twenty Kungfu trained subjects and twenty matched control subjects were rested in supine 
position for twenty minutes.  ECG and respiration data was acquired for five minutes after this, to 
obtain short-term heart rate variability parameters and other resting parameters. Standard cardiac 
autonomic tests were done. A maximal treadmill test was done and exercise duration, heart rate at 
maximal intensity and heart rate during recovery was measured and further analyzed to obtain 
recovery heart rates and time constants of recovery. All parameters were correlated with duration 
of Kungfu training. Analysis was done using SPSS software and suitable statistical tests were 
done. 
 
RESULTS:   
Subjects with Kungfu training had greater total heart rate variability as denoted by greater SDNN 
and greater cardiac vagal modulations as denoted by greater RMSSD than control subjects with 
similar physical activity levels. This augmented cardiac autonomic control observed in Kungfu 
subjects may be attributable to the regular practice of ‘breath out maneuvers’, which form an 
intrinsic part of the exercise protocol of Kungfu training. Kungfu training allowed the subject to 
do similar quantum of work at a lower heart rate than controls, as evidenced by the lower heart 
rate in the Kungfu group at similar maximal work intensities reached by both groups. With 
increased duration of Kungfu training there was significant decrease in the maximal heart rate 
achieved with maximal exercise and the absolute heart rate at thirty seconds after stopping 
maximal exercise, in the martial artists   his finding may simply be a reflection of the positive 
effect of longer duration of training on the work capacity and      max of martial artists  
 
 
 
Key Words 
 
Kungfu, cardiac autonomic control, physical fitness, martial arts, heart rate variability, maximal 
treadmill test, breathing exercise, meditation, Time constant, Recovery heart rate, maximal heart 
rate, breath out maneuver 
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INTRODUCTION 
Charles Darwin used the phrase “survival of the fittest”, introduced by British polymath, 
Herbert Spencer, to describe survival of species that are better adapted for their environment. (1) 
Fitness makes the organism better able to survive in its environment. Man is a sentient being that 
can modify itself and its environment, in the constant struggle for survival. Scientists have been 
pursuing and defining physical fitness for years. The definition of physical fitness in physiology 
is different from an evolutionary or popular one. Physical fitness has been defined by the 
American college of sports medicine (ACSM) as “A multidimensional concept that has been 
defined as a set of attributes that people possess or achieve that relates to the ability to perform 
physical activity”. (2,3) Higher physical fitness prolongs life. (4–6) Physical activity is any 
movement associated with significant energy expenditure above resting level. (2) To attain, 
maintain and improve physical fitness, one mode of physical activity used is exercise. Exercise 
consists of planned repetitive bodily movements targeted at achieving and maintaining fitness. 
(2)  
Martial arts are methods of combat that have been altered into exercises. (7)  Kungfu is a 
Cantonese term used for Chinese martial arts. (8) Kungfu incorporates a mixed anaerobic and 
aerobic exercise regimen which is combined with breathing exercises and meditation. (8–11) The 
order of performing these exercises are warm up aerobic running,  stretching exercises and 
intermittent high intensity anaerobic exercises followed by a cool down exercises. This format of 
a Kungfu class unintentionally obeys the general format for an exercise session recommended by 
ACSM guidelines. The classes start and end with a short period of meditation. The anaerobic 
exercises are interspersed with frequent breathing exercises. Kungfu is comparable to a moderate 
to high intensity form of aerobic exercise and has been shown to improve cardiovascular fitness. 
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(12,13) No studies have been done on the effect of Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic 
function.   
Aerobic and anaerobic exercise improves different components of fitness. Combined 
endurance and strength training is better than any of those components alone as multiple 
components of physical fitness can be improved. (14) The cardiac autonomic effects of 
endurance and strength training have been studied separately. (15) Moderate to high aerobic 
exercise training has been shown to increase aerobic capacity, decrease resting heart rate, 
improve heart rate recovery and generally increase cardiac autonomic modulations. (15–20) 
Further, breathing exercises and meditation have been shown to affect cardiac autonomic status 
by lowering heart rate and modifying heart rate variability. (21,22) Kungfu involves aerobic and 
anaerobic training, along with meditation and breathing exercises. Kungfu has been shown to 
improve sub-maximal cardiovascular fitness. (12) There are no studies reporting the effect of 
Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic control. This lack of research on martial arts limits its use 
as an exercise prescription for keeping fit and as a form of physical therapy. Does this unique 
exercise training regimen provide any added advantage over other physical activity? This study 
attempts to answer this question. 
Twenty martial artists, who have trained in Kungfu, for over a year were recruited and 
compared with twenty subjects of similar age, BMI and physical activity. Cardiac autonomic 
status and fitness level was compared between these groups. 
The cardiac autonomic function tests administered were heart rate variability analysis, 
deep breathing test, orthostatic challenge test, Valsalva maneuver and maximal hand grip test. 
The tests were conducted as per standardized published protocols. Standard indices were 
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calculated from these tests and compared. The resting heart rate was also obtained as an index of 
cardiac autonomic control. (23) These tests were followed by a treadmill test. 
A maximal exercise test was used to estimate   O2 max indirectly. A fixed ramp protocol 
was used in a motor driven treadmill to administer a maximal test. Immediately after exercise, 
the subject rested in the supine position, during the period of recovery. The maximal heart rate 
achieved with maximal exercise (HRmax) and absolute heart rates at different points of recovery 
was obtained. The heart rate recovery (HRR) at a given point of time was computed by 
subtracting the absolute heart rate at that point of time from the HRmax. HRR is an index of 
physical fitness and a predictor of   O2 max. (24) The ratio of H max to resting heart rate and 
total exercise duration was also used as predictors of   O2 max. (25) The work intensity at 
maximal exercise was also calculated and compared. (26) 
The recovery heart rate decay was analyzed and it fitted well with a double exponential 
fit. Two time constants were derived. The lower time constant was arbitrarily selected to be the 
parasympathetic reactivation time constant and the higher one was selected to be the sympathetic 
withdrawal time constant. These time constants were compared between the two groups. The 
effect of duration of kungfu training on the various autonomic parameters was analyzed. 
Tests revealed significantly increased SDNN and RMSSD parameters of short-term heart 
rate variability in Kungfu trained subjects showing improved overall autonomic modulations and 
vagal modulations when compared to controls,. The maximal heart rate reached with maximal 
exercise was significantly less in Kungfu group. Other parameters were not significantly 
different.   
Kungfu is a unique form of exercise training which incorporates aerobic exercises, 
anaerobic exercises, breathing exercises and meditation. Kungfu training improved overall heart 
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rate variability and vagal modulations and allowed subjects to do same quantum of work as the 
controls at lower heart rate, as indexed by the lower heart rate at similar maximal work intensity 
in Kungfu group compared to group.  
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Aim:  
To study the effect of Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic status and physical fitness. 
 
Objectives:   
To compare the following parameters, in martial artists and in control subjects matched for age, 
BMI and physical activity level: 
1. Resting heart rate 
2. Resting respiratory rate 
3. Mean arterial pressure 
4. Rate pressure product 
5. Short term heart rate variability indices 
6. Standard cardiac autonomic function test parameters 
7. Maximal heart rate reached with exercise 
8. Ratio of maximal heart rate (reached with maximal exercise) to resting heart rate  
9. Treadmill exercise time  
10. Work done at maximal treadmill exercise 
11. Absolute heart rates at various times of recovery  
12. Recovery heart rate 
13. Time constant of recovery heart rate decay for parasympathetic reactivation 
14. Time constant of recovery heart rate decay for sympathetic withdrawal 
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To correlate duration of Kungfu training with the following parameters in martial artists: 
1. Resting heart rate 
2. Mean arterial pressure 
3. Rate pressure product 
4. Time domain heart rate variability indices 
5. Frequency domain heart rate variability indices 
6. Standard cardiac autonomic function test parameters 
7. Maximal heart rate reached with exercise 
8. Ratio of maximal heart rate (reached with maximal exercise) to resting heart rate  
9. Treadmill exercise time  
10. Work done at maximal treadmill exercise 
11. Absolute heart rates at various times of recovery  
12. Recovery heart rate 
13. Time constant of recovery heart rate decay for parasympathetic reactivation 
14. Time constant of recovery heart rate decay for sympathetic withdrawal 
 
The objective of the above correlation was to better understand the physiological basis of heart 
rate decay in all the subjects and to evolve out physiologically relevant indices for studying 
parasympathetic and sympathetic action. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The American college of sports medicine defines physical fitness as “a set of attributes 
that people possess or achieve that relates to the ability to perform physical activity”. (2) Some 
examples of the various components of physical fitness include speed, strength, endurance, 
power, flexibility and body composition. (2) People with higher physical fitness live longer, 
when compared to less fit controls, even after matching for smoking habit, BP and cholesterol 
levels, and family history of coronary heart disease. (4) Unfit men who actively improved 
physical fitness levels were less likely to die earlier than unfit men who chose not to improve 
their fitness level even while other risk factors were the same. (5,6) Higher physical fitness 
seems to prolong life and seems a parameter modifiable by increasing physical activity. (5,6) 
Physical activity is any movement caused by the contraction of skeletal muscle which involves 
energy expenditure above resting level. (2) Among Indians, especially for those who live in 
urban areas, there is a strong correlation between decreased physical activity and risk of coronary 
heart disease. (27) Exercise is protective against coronary heart disease and stroke. (15,28) 
Similarly, there is a rising burden of diabetes in India, due to decreased physical activity.  (29) 
ACSM recommends at least 30 minutes of physical activity on most, and if possible, all days of 
the week. (30) Even adolescents are recommended to spend more than an hour a day 
participating in vigorous physical activity. (31,32) If decreasing physical activity and obesity, on 
the rise in Indian adolescents, is not curtailed it may add on to the disease burden in the future. 
(33)  
             To attain, maintain and improve physical fitness, one mode of physical activity used is 
exercise. Exercise consists of planned repetitive bodily movements targeted at achieving and 
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maintaining fitness. (2)  Exercise training is effectively available to everyone to improve and 
maintain the various parameters of physical fitness. (6)  An ideal exercise regimen should 
address as many of the different components of fitness as possible. Besides improving and 
maintaining  fitness parameters, exercise training also provides other benefits such as increased 
high-density lipoprotein levels, improved blood pressure levels, decreased fibrinogen levels, 
decreased incidence of colon cancer, reduced cardiovascular stress response and decreased 
incidence of depression and anxiety disorders. (34–38) The most common modes of exercise 
training used are aerobic (or endurance) training and resistance (or strength) training. Aerobic 
and anaerobic exercise training improve different components of fitness. Combined endurance 
and strength training is better than endurance or strength training alone. (14) One limiting factor 
in doing the aerobic exercise or strength training, which has been studied by various groups, is 
the need for special exercise equipment and training in the use of this equipment. (12) 
Martial arts are methods of combat that have been altered into exercises. (7) Kungfu is a 
term used for a group of Chinese martial arts. (8) Kung Fu is a Cantonese phrase which means 
“hard work,” or even “skill” depending on usage. (8) Kungfu incorporates a mixed anaerobic and 
aerobic exercise regimen combined with breathing exercises, meditation, punching, kicking and 
sparring. (8–11) In the Indian setting, Kungfu classes have duration of nearly two hours or more, 
and are conducted at least once a week. Each Kungfu class consists of several forms of exercise. 
The order of performing these exercises are  aerobic running, meditation, stretching of all joints, 
anaerobic exercises , stance and footwork exercises, sparring (rule-based, unrehearsed fighting), 
forms (choreographed patterns of movements ) and limb strikes like punching and kicking  (with 
or without impact). (9–12,39,40) These are practiced repetitively with intermittent breathing 
exercises. (12) Classes end with cool down and meditation. This format of a Kungfu class 
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unintentionally obeys the general format for an exercise session as recommended by the ACSM. 
(2) The meditation followed in Kungfu is similar to zazen meditation, student is asked to sit in a 
particular posture, without any other instruction. (41) 
Kungfu training improves sub-maximal cardiovascular fitness measures. (12) Kungfu 
training also improves other components of physical fitness, like lower body muscle endurance, 
upper body strength, upper body muscle velocity, muscle power, leg muscle strength, auditory 
reaction time, body composition, flexibility, lumbar isometric strength, arm anaerobic power and 
synchronization of motor units. (9–12,39,42–47) Kungfu is comparable to a moderate to high 
intensity form of aerobic exercise as it achieves up to nearly 90% of maximal heart rate and 
hence may confer benefits similar to moderate to high intensity aerobic training modalities. (11–
13,48) But unlike other moderate intensity aerobic modalities Kungfu lessons are intermittent in 
nature, often interrupted by technique corrections, but still provide similar benefits. (12)       
Aerobic and anaerobic exercise improves different components of fitness. (14) Combined 
endurance and strength training is better than any of these components alone. (14) The cardiac 
autonomic effects of endurance and strength training have been studied separately. (15) 
Moderate to high intensity aerobic exercise training increases aerobic capacity, lowers resting 
heart rate, improves heart rate recovery and generally increases cardiac autonomic modulations. 
(15–20) Resistance training shows a mild improvement of aerobic capacity, increases endurance, 
does not affect resting heart rate and has a variable effect on cardiac autonomic modulations. 
(15,20,49,50) There are no studies on the effect of combined aerobic and anaerobic training 
programs on cardiac autonomic control. Such combined programs are used for rehabilitation and 
strengthening by medical professionals, therefore the lack of studies on effect of combined 
training on the cardiac autonomic function is a lacuna in scientific knowledge. Further, breathing 
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exercises and meditation affect cardiac autonomic status by lowering heart rate and modifying 
heart rate variability. (21,22) Kung Fu is a unique form of exercise training which combines 
aerobic and anaerobic training, along with meditation and breathing exercises. There are no 
studies reporting the effect of Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic control. This lack of 
research on martial arts limits its use as an exercise prescription for keeping fit and as a form of 
physical therapy. 
 
The autonomic nervous system is responsible for maintaining internal homeostasis and 
helps in adapting to changes in external environment. The autonomic nervous system has three 
divisions‟ sympathetic, parasympathetic and enteric nervous system. (51) The sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous systems act in synergistic and complementary fashion to maintain 
homeostasis. The sympathetic system is mainly concerned with “fight flight fright” responses of 
internal organs while parasympathetic is concerned mainly with rest and digest. The tests that 
assess the autonomic nervous system mainly evaluate cardiovascular reflexes triggered by 
performing specific maneuvers. Due to the complex nature of the autonomic nervous system no 
single test precisely reflects its function, hence a battery of tests are done to assess it. (52) One 
such commonly used battery assesses resting heart rate, short term heart rate variability, and 
cardiovascular response to deep breathing, orthostatic challenge, Valsalva maneuver and 
isometric hand grip. (53,54)  
Mean Heart Rate 
The Sino atrial node (SA node), the pacemaker of the entire heart, is supplied by both 
sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system.  Heart rate (HR) is 
antagonistically controlled by sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. While parasympathetic 
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supply decreases the rate of SA nodal discharge, sympathetic supply increases it. Mean heart rate 
or RR interval is an indicator of sympathovagal balance. (23) At rest the high vagal tone keeps 
heart rate lower than the intrinsic firing rate of the SA node. 
Short Term heart rate variability indices 
The duration of any given beat is dependent upon the sympathetic and parasympathetic 
activity at the instant of initiation of the impulse from the SA node. Sympathetic and 
parasympathetic activity fluctuates continuously due to fluctuations of various inputs that 
modulate them, such as respiration and baroreceptor inputs. (52) The instantaneous RR interval 
therefore varies from beat to beat, in milliseconds, and this variability is known as heart rate 
variability (HRV).(55) This variability provides information about cardiac autonomic 
modulation. (56) At rest, vagal mediated sinus arrhythmia is the most prominent variability and 
is mainly responsible for heart rate variability. The influence of changes in parasympathetic 
activation is quicker and transient due to fast acetylcholine degradation, shortness of the 
unmyelinated post ganglionic axon and less number of synapses in the parasympathetic pathway 
when compared with the sympathetic pathway. (51,52) the effect of variations in sympathetic 
stimulation develops more slowly. Thus, an analysis of heart rate variability gives an indirect 
evaluation of the cardiac autonomic modulations, by their effect on Sinus node cells. (52) So 
beats that originate from below the SA node, such as ectopics, lead to error in estimation of 
cardiac autonomic modulations and hence such segments of ECG are excluded from analysis. 
Heart rate variability can be analyzed by computing the RR intervals from the recorded 
ECG, each RR interval denoting the duration of a cardiac cycle. Different software and 
algorithms are used to analyze the RR intervals for a standard period of time to derive standard 
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time domain and frequency domain parameters of HRV as per published guidelines. Standard 
duration of a short term Heart rate variability test is recommended to be 5-minutes. (57)  
Heart rate variability is assessed based on time and frequency-domain analysis. 
Time Domain Analysis  
Time domain analysis uses the RR intervals also called Normal to normal intervals (NN) i.e. 
without ectopics, and analyzing their relationship using statistical tests. Parameters of time-
domain analysis include: 
1) SDNN which is the Standard deviation of normal-to-normal intervals and describes the overall 
Heart rate variability. 
2) RMSDD is the square root of mean squared differences of successive normal-to-normal 
intervals. It describes fast changes and hence reflects parasympathetic activity 
3) pNN50 is the proportion of differences in consecutive normal-to-normal intervals that are 
longer than 50 milliseconds. Similar to RMSSD, it reflects parasympathetic activity. (52,57) 
Frequency Doman Analysis 
Frequency domain analysis expresses the varying heart rate as a function of frequency. The 
cyclical nature hidden in the varying RR intervals are analyzed using mathematical algorithms 
like fast Fourier transform. The RR interval wave plotted against time, called the RR interval 
tachogram (See figure 1), is split into its component waves using the fast fourier transform and 
the power density for separate frequency ranges are calculated (See Figure 2). 
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 The frequency ranges can be grouped into three bands: High-frequency (HF) band, at 0.15-0.4 
Hz, is parasympathetically mediated as it is blocked by atropine (See figure 2), the low-
frequency (LF) band at 0.04-0.15 Hz is modulated by both sympathetic and parasympathetic 
activity and is suppressed by total autonomic blockade, and very-low frequency (VLF) band, at 
0.0033-0.04 Hz whose relevance is unclear. (52,56–58)   
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The main frequency domain variables used are:  
1) LF power denoting both sympathetic and parasympathetic modulations. 
2) HF power denoting parasympathetic modulations. 
3) LF/HF ratio reflects the interactions of both sympathetic and parasympathetic modulations. 
(52) 
4) LF nu (normalized unit) is Ratio of LF power to sum of LF and HF power and HF nu is ratio 
of HF power to sum of LF and HF power. Expression in normalized units decreases the effect of 
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total power on these ratios and also shows the balanced nature of both branches of the autonomic 
nervous system. (57) 
5) Total power: Sum of LF and HF power. Denoting total variability in sympathetic and 
parasympathetic systems 
Many investigators have studied the impact of aerobic exercise on HRV showing a lower 
resting heart rate while HRV parameters were either improved or did not change. (16,18,19) 
Meta-analysis of multiple studies reveals that aerobic exercise training results in significant 
increases in RR interval and HF power. (60) There are only a few studies on the impact of 
anaerobic exercise training on HRV showing varied results. Anaerobic exercise training has been 
shown to have no change or even increased HF and total power. (50,59)  
Deep breathing Test 
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is the normal phenomenon by which the heart rate increases 
with inspiration and decreases with expiration. This variability in heart rate is more when taking 
slow deep breaths at six breaths per minute. The difference between the accelerations and 
decelerations are an index of parasympathetic modulation. (52)  
Orthostatic challenge test 
When a subject stands up from supine position, blood is redistributed to lower limb blood 
vessels resulting in a reflex compensatory reaction consisting of activation of the sympathetic 
system. Initially there is an acceleration of heart rate in the first 30 seconds. The heart rates in the 
initial phase of standing are analyzed. (52) 
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Valsalva maneuver 
Heart rate response to Valsalva maneuver evaluates parasympathetic function. Valsalva 
maneuver is the voluntary forced expiration by a subject against resistance. The increase in 
intrathoracic pressure leads to increase in BP followed by a decrease, leading to compensatory 
tachycardia. When the expiration is stopped, an overshoot of blood pressure leads to a reflex fall 
in heart rate. This test gives an idea about parasympathetic function, by evaluating the changes in 
heart rate that occur during the different phases of the maneuver. (52) 
Maximal handgrip test 
The acute increase in heart rate in response to gripping a force dynamometer denotes a 
decrease in the parasympathetic activity. (52)  
Rate-Pressure Product (RPP): 
Myocardial oxygen uptake is strongly related to coronary blood flow. Myocardial oxygen 
uptake can be estimated indirectly by using the product of heart rate and systolic blood pressure, 
called the rate pressure product (RPP). (2,61,62) Myocardial oxygen uptake is determined by 
intra myocardial wall stress, contractility, heart rate, external work done by the heart, activation 
energy and basal metabolism of myocardium. (62) Lesser heart rate and Blood pressure at rest 
would suggest a more economical working of the heart. 
Parameters of Physical fitness: 
Maximal oxygen uptake    O2 max) is the amount of Oxygen used by unit weight of 
body tissues in unit time during a maximal aerobic exercise and is the best measure of 
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cardiorespiratory fitness and exercise capacity. (2,62) When direct measurement is not possible 
an indirect method can be used to predict   O2 max. A maximal exercise test can be used for this 
purpose. (2) Treadmill ergometer is a tool which can be used for maximal testing. 
Treadmill ergometer: 
The term „ergometer‟ is made up of the Greek words „ergon‟  work) and „metron‟ 
(measure). Therefore, ergometer means "work measurer". An Ergometer is a device used for 
measuring amount of work done while exercising. (26,63) Broadly ergometers can be broadly 
divided into Weight machines and Endless path machines. Endless-path machines have some 
inbuilt rotational devices allowing continuous use without any movement of the machine-user 
unit in any direction.  
Treadmill ergometer is an example of an endless path machine. The first exercise 
treadmill was designed in the University of Washington, by Dr. Robert Bruce and Wayne 
Quinton in 1952.   
A treadmill ergometer is a device for measuring work output while subject walks or runs 
on a moving platform with a conveyor belt (see figure 3) driven by an electric motor. The belt 
moves requiring the subject to walk or run at a speed that matches the belt. The belt moving rate 
determines the speed of running or walking. The speed at which the subject walks or runs can be 
controlled by changing the speed of the belt. The running deck has damping elements that act as 
shock absorbers.  
The entire frame including the running deck is raised by a lifting element to create an 
uphill grade to increase power output. The treadmill has handrails (see figure 3) but gripping is 
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not allowed during testing in young healthy subjects as it reduces the accuracy of estimated 
exercise capacity. An emergency stop button (see figure 3) is available in case of any adverse 
event for the examiner to stop the treadmill. Motor driven treadmills can be used for submaximal 
and maximal testing. Maximal exercise testing provides a better estimate of   O2 max than 
submaximal testing. (2) Various treadmill protocols can be used in a treadmill to help a Subject 
achieve maximal exercise intensity, at which point the subject would have reached his or her 
individual maximal heart rate (HRmax). 
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Treadmill testing provides a common physiologic stress, walking and running, so 
subjects are more likely to attain a slightly higher oxygen consumption and peak heart rate. The 
protocol used to do a treadmill test depends on the purpose, outcomes desired, and the group 
tested. Some common exercise protocols are Bruce, Ellestad, Naughton and Balke-Ware. The 
Bruce treadmill test is the most commonly used, but it employs relatively large increments of 
work rate every three minutes resulting in less uniform changes in physiologic responses, 
resulting in overestimation of exercise capacity.  Protocols with smaller increments of work rate 
will give better results.  
The ramp protocol is a protocol in which work rate increases in a constant and continuous 
manner. Both individualized and fixed ramp tests have been used for testing. In the fixed or 
standardized ramp test all subjects run on the same protocol in which work rate increases in ramp 
fashion while in individualized ramp protocol the rate of increase in intensity is based on the 
subject. The advantages of using the ramp protocol include: 
1. It helps avoid large uneven rise in workload 
2. The physiological response is more uniform 
3. It is more accurate. 
A fixed ramp protocol starts with the subject walking. The speed is gradually increased to 
running speeds so that subject achieves a good stride. (62)  After the subject reaches this point, 
the ramp angle of incline (the grade) is progressively increased at fixed intervals starting at 0. 
The grade increases at this fixed rate until the point where the subject reaches maximal exertion 
and the test is terminated. 
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 hen undergoing a maximal exercise test to assess   O2 max, the protocol is selected so that 
test duration is between six and twelve minutes and the end point is volitional fatigue. (2,62) 
With a fixed ramp protocol exercise can undershoot or overshoot the optimum test duration 
depending on subject exercise capacity. The protocol can be programmed into a personal 
computer and a motor driven treadmill can be driven according to it. 
The endpoint of a maximal exercise test may be 
1. Volitional fatigue 
2. Subject achieves more than 85% of age predicted maximal heart rate 
3. Near maximal perceived exertion using a scale for rate of perceived exertion like the 
modified Borg CR 10 scale. 
4. Heart rate does not increase with increased exercise intensity 
5. Physical signs of severe fatigue 
6. Other reasons to terminate a maximal test include onset of pathological signs like angina, 
dyspnea, wheezing, claudication, altered sensorium, pallor and cyanosis, subject 
requesting to stop before maximal exertion and failure of any testing equipment. (2) 
Maximal Heart rate 
Many formulas have been applied to estimate the maximal heart rate that an individual can 
attain at maximal exercise intensity. The more accurate ones are as follows: 
1. HRmax = 205.8 - (0.685 x Age) (64) 
2. HRmax = 208 - (0.7 X Age) (65) 
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In both these formulas the error percentage is too high, so no acceptable formula exists. (64–
66) Also HRmax varies with training. Due to variation among individuals, subjects may reach 
maximal effort when exercising at 85% of the estimated HRmax. (2) Hence acceptable end 
points of a maximal exercise test include >85% of estimated HRmax. (2) 
Modified Borg CR10 scale for rate of perceived exertion 
The subjective level of exertion as perceived by the subject is a strong indicator of 
fatigue. The rate of perceived exertion is strongly related with heart rate, lactate levels and other 
parameters of exercise intensity. (67,68) An example of a scale used to assess this rate of 
perceived exertion is the Borg scale. When compared to other scales the Borg scale is 
specifically sensitive in assessing general fatigue. (68) The Borg Scale is a simple method of 
rating perceived exertion (RPE). Gunnar Borg initially introduced his first scale to measure 
perceived exertion with numbers ranging from six to twenty. The numbers were six to twenty so 
that multiplying with ten gave an idea about the heart rate at that level of perceived exertion. 
Later he modified this scale to range between 0-10 to create a simple category scale with ratio 
properties. (69) The modified Borg CR10 scale has twelve points, nine of which have verbal 
descriptors (see figure 4). Above nine in the modified Borg CR10 scale is taken as point of 
volitional fatigue. 
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                          2 max 
There are three parameters that can be used as an indirect index of   O2 max from a 
maximal exercise test. The parameters are the ratio of maximal to resting heart rate, total 
treadmill time and recovery heart rate. (24,25,70) 
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 ased on the relationship between   O2 max, and resting heart rate (RHR) and HRmax, 
Uth-Sørensen-Overgaard-Pedersen formula was derived from Fick‟s principle. (64) 
Ventilation at rest (  O2r) is the amount of blood oxygen used by tissues at rest. By applying 
Fick's law we get the formula 
 
Ventilation at rest   O2r is equal to cardiac output (CO) multiplied by arteriovenous oxygen 
difference at rest [(a-v)r] 
  O2r =CO * (a-v)r 
Putting in the formula Cardiac output is equal to Stroke Volume (SV) multiplied by heart rate 
(HR)  
 entilation at rest    O2r) is equal to Stroke Volume at rest (SVr) multiplied by resting heart rate 
(RHR) and arteriovenous oxygen difference at rest [(a-v)r] 
  O2r= SVr * RHR * (a-v)r 
 o  entilation at maximal oxygen consumption    O2 max) will be the product of stroke volume at 
maximal exercise multiplied by heart rate at maximal exercise (HRmax) and arteriovenous 
oxygen difference at maximal exercise [(a-v)m]. 
  O2 max = SVm * HRmax (a-v)m  
Dividing the maximal   O2 by   O2 at rest. 
 o   O2 max   O2r = SVm/SVr * HRmax/RHR * (a-v)m/ (a-v)r 
  O2 max     O2r * SVm* (a-v)m/SVr*(a-v)r * HRmax/RHR 
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For getting the   O2 max per unit mass of tissue we will divide by Body Mass (BM) 
Proportionality Factor  PF) is   O2r/BM * SVm/SVr * (a-v)m/(a-v)r. It is dependent on training of 
the individual.  
 o   O2 max per unit weight =PF * HRmax/RHR 
Uth-Sørensen-Overgaard-Pedersen formula states that mass specific   O2 max = PF x 
HRmax/RHR where PF is the Proportionality Factor,  15.3 ± 0.7 ml/min/kg in trained western 
males. (64) As this proportionality factor is not based on Indian data a similar Indian constant 
needs to be derived.  ut until standard Indian values of proportionality factor has been derived, 
the ratio of H max  H  can be taken as an index of   O2 max while comparing subjects of 
similar physical activity levels.  
Total treadmill time 
  O2 max is proportional to treadmill running time in a fixed protocol, but this method 
gives only a gross estimation and hence is less accurate. (70,72).  
Heart rate Recovery  
Parasympathetic tone dominates the resting state keeping the heart rate low, while 
exercise causes sympathetic activation accompanied with withdrawal of vagal tone. After 
termination of exercise, heart rate recovers to normal level by parasympathetic reactivation along 
with sympathetic withdrawal. (73–75) Heart rate recovery (HRR) is defined as heart rate at 
specified time after exercise subtracted from the maximal heart rate achieved during the exercise. 
(74,75) Heart rate recovery after exercise, therefore is an index of vagal reactivation. (73,74,76) 
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Therefore, a delayed heart rate recovery after exercise implies a dysfunction of vagal 
reactivation. Heart rate recovery is an independent predictor of all cause and cardiovascular 
mortality in both healthy individuals and in patients with heart disease.(77) HRR is associated 
with  fitness parameters like   O2 max ,endurance capacity and resting heart rate.(77) 
 
Physical fitness and   O2 max is strongly related with heart rate recovery values. (24,74,76) A 
higher heart rate recovery is associated with a higher   O2 max. This relationship is higher during 
the earlier periods of recovery     –    seconds) but the relationship continues even during the 
later periods of recovery  !    seconds) but the magnitude of this relationship decreases with 
time. An earlier study has derived equations to predict   O2 max from recovery heart rate among 
Indian sportsmen using a submaximal exercise test. (24) There is a linear relationship between 
  O2 max and recovery heart rate. A subject with a higher   O2 max will have a higher recovery 
heart rate.  (24) The absolute heart rate after the exercise may be a better comparator than the 
recovery heart rate, to draw conclusions about the   O2 max. (75) Heart rate recovery is also an 
important prognostic marker and decreased rate of heart rate recovery is a predictor of mortality. 
(2,73,74,76)  
 
Heart rate Recovery Time Constants 
After a maximal exercise the heart rate recovers through the actions of both wings of the 
autonomic nervous system. At maximal heart rate the action of the parasympathetic nervous 
system is nearly nonexistent as shown by the lack of effect of both presence or absence of 
atropine on the maximal heart rate.(78) But recovery occurs through parasympathetic 
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reactivation as well as sympathetic withdrawal. Both processes act through receptors and hence 
depend on receptor kinetics and hence follow exponential kinetics.(79) The parasympathetic 
activity exponentially increases while the sympathetic activity exponentially decreases. Both 
these systems acting together lead to the exponential decay of heart rate from the maximal heart 
rate achieved during exercise to resting levels during the recovery period. The inherent nature of 
the circulatory system can also cause the exponential decrease in heart rate in recovery period 
when both wings of the autonomic nervous system are chemically blocked. (80) Previous studies 
have described the heart rate decay using polynomial, first order and second order modeling. 
(79–83) Due to the dependence on two exponential functions, a double exponential fit has a 
better physiological basis of application in studying parasympathetic reactivation and 
sympathetic withdrawal. Since the parasympathetic nervous system acts faster on the SA Node 
due to its shorter unmyelinated postganglionic neuron and fast destruction of acetyl choline at the 
Sino atrial node due to the high concentration of acetyl cholinesterase and due to the faster action 
of acetyl choline (51),  parasympathetic aspect of heart rate decay should theoretically be faster. 
A linear relationship can be represented by the formula 'y= ax + c ' where 'a' and 'c' are 
constants. In an exponential function the dependent variable 'y' depends on e
x
 where 'e' is the 
base of natural logarithm having a value of nearly 2.718. An example of a simple exponential 
relationship y = e
x
 is shown in figure 5 
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With a single exponential relationship it is called first order exponential relation. An 
important characteristic of a first order system is the time constant. Time constant is represented 
by the Greek letter tau „τ‟. It represents the mean life of an exponentially decaying system. In 
our current example if we take the decaying heart rate as a first order exponential relationship 
and the maximal heart rate as 100%, then time constant is the time taken for nearly 63% of heart 
rate to decrease leaving behind only 37% of the maximal heart rate.  
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The time constant can be used to show how fast a given system decays. For example, 
with duration of one time constant the effect becomes 36.8% of initial value and with the passage 
of second time constant 63.2% of that dissipates leaving only 13.54%. Hence a system with a 
small time constant dissipates faster. 
An exponentially decaying first order function is given in figure 6. 
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The current example shows a curve that starts from 100 and decays with a time constant of 10 
seconds. If the time constant is smaller it will decay faster. 
Many authors have attempted to study recovery heart rate decay using first order kinetics. 
(79–81,83) Pierpont and Voth has written separate empirically derived exponential functions for 
Parasympathetic and Sympathetic function and studied their interactions during the recovery 
period. (79)The functions are theoretical and denote arbitrary units for parasympathetic and 
sympathetic activity.   
Parasympathetic activity (P) at any point of time during recovery was calculated by 
adding Parasympathetic activity at onset of recovery (Po) with its difference from 
Parasympathetic activity at rest (Pr) multiplied by one minus the exponential to the base of the 
natural logarithm of negative of time divided by the time constant for parasympathetic system 
(Tp). (79) 
 P =  Po + (Pr – Po) x ( 1 -  e
-t/Tp
) 
Sympathetic activity at any point of time during recovery (S) was calculated by adding 
Sympathetic activity at rest (Sr) to its difference from Sympathetic activity at onset of recovery 
(So) multiplied by exponential to the base of the natural logarithm of negative of time divided by 
the time constant for sympathetic system (Ts). (79) 
S = Sr + (So – Sr) x e
-t/Ts
  
Pierpont and Voth studied heart rate decay as a sum of both these arbitrary exponential 
decays and attempted to fit the heart rate decay to the sum of these two first order kinetics at the 
same time derived P as a function of S to demonstrate central integration and interdependence of 
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the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system. (79) The fundamental hypothesis was that 
the onset of action of sympathetic withdrawal and parasympathetic activation was different. The 
time constant of parasympathetic was generally observed by them to be lower than the time 
constant for sympathetic system.(79) This is consistent with the fact that action of the 
parasympathetic nervous system on the heart is faster than the action of the sympathetic nervous 
system. Wang et al have shown that the first order time constant is significantly different 
between physically fit and unfit individuals doing a submaximal exercise and proposed the first 
order time constant as an index of physical fitness.(84) But Pierpont, Stolpman and Gornick have 
shown that first order exponential function cannot generate an adequate model to explain heart 
rate decay after a maximal exercise. (83) 
Broman and Wigertz have studied heart rate change with submaximal exercise and rest 
and found best fit with second order models. (82) A double exponential fit is better as the heart 
rate decay after a maximal exercise is due to the synergistic action of both sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous systems , both of which act through receptor kinetics , hence both 
follow first order exponential relationship with different time constants and different profiles but 
ultimately leading to the decrease of a single component , namely heart rate, from maximal to 
resting levels.(79) The combined action of both these first order systems may result in heart rate 
decay being a double exponential decay affected by the time constants of both the sympathetic 
and parasympathetic nervous system. A double exponential function will have two time 
constants. The time constant for parasympathetic (TauP) will theoretically be lower due to its 
fast action on the SA node due to shorter unmyelinated postganglionic neuron, faster action of 
acetyl choline and fast destruction of acetyl choline at the Sino atrial node due to the high 
concentration of acetyl cholinesterase. The second time constant which is larger will represent 
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the time constant for sympathetic withdrawal (TauS), which is a slower process.  The shorter 
time constant TauP can be a quantifiable index of speed of parasympathetic reactivation while 
the longer time constant TauS can be an be a quantifiable index of speed of sympathetic 
withdrawal after exercise. Both time constants indirectly quantifying the health of the two wings 
of the autonomic nervous system. A person with a lower TauP will have a faster vagal 
reactivation.  
 
Power output or work done at maximal treadmill exercise 
Treadmill is an ergometer that quantifies the amount of work done and the power output. 
Work (W) represents the application of force (F) through a distance (D). 
W = F * D 
Power (P) represents the work done in unit time. (T) 
P = F * D/ T 
The treadmill has a moving conveyor belt with varying angles of inclination and speed.  
Work performed equals the product of the weight (Wt.) of the person (F) and the vertical 
distance achieved while running up the incline. (26,63) 
W = Wt. * Vertical distance 
The vertical distance equals the sine of the treadmill angle theta  θ) multiplied by the distance 
travelled along the incline. 
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    t. * sine θ * Distance  
The distance travelled while running is the product of speed and time.  
(Distance = treadmill speed * time)  
W   t. *  ine θ * speed * time  
 ine θ   vertical rise divided by the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by the rising conveyor 
belt. (As seen in Figure 7) 
 
 
 ine θ    ise of treadmill divided by the hypotenuse     Grade of the treadmill 
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 ine θ is the grade of the treadmill. (26,63) 
W = Wt. * Grade * speed * Time 
So the power output at a given time is  
W/t = Wt. * Grade * speed 
Power output or work done at maximal treadmill exercise is the product of the weight of the 
person by the grade of the treadmill and the speed of the treadmill. 
The work intensity at maximal exercise will give an idea of the maximal power output possible 
by an individual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MATERIALS AND 
METHODS 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
Study was approved by the ethics committee and the Institutional review board. 
SUBJECTS 
Martial artists who have been undergoing Kungfu training for more than a year, atleast 
once a week, were recruited from multiple Kungfu classes from surrounding areas. Subjects were 
recruited from Kungfu classes by personal meetings and phone interviews.  
Controls of similar age, BMI and physical activity level were recruited from people 
participating in tennis, cricket, basketball, running and swimming. Physical activity levels were 
assessed using the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). (85) 
IPAQ is an instrument used to obtain estimates of physical activity. The long version of 
the questionnaire was used for this study. IPAQ assesses physical activity in the four domains of 
leisure time activity, domestic activities, work-related physical activity and transport-related 
physical activity. METs (metabolic equivalents) are multiples of resting metabolic rate or resting 
oxygen consumption. One MET is equal to 3.5ml of O2 per min per kg body weight.  Multiples 
of METs are used to express the energy consumption during physical activities. Thus, a physical 
activity of two METS requires double the resting energy consumption. A MET-minute is 
computed by multiplying the MET score of an activity by the number of minutes it is performed. 
Average MET scores have been derived for each activity. For example, walking is 3.3 METs so 
total walking MET-minutes in a week will be the product of 3.3 and the minutes spent walking in 
a week. Adding the MET-minutes scores from different domains of physical activity, the total 
Physical activity level was calculated for each subject. Based on these values, subjects were 
divided into three levels of physical activity based on the MET-minutes of activity done per 
week. Subjects accumulating more than 1500 MET-minutes of activity a week were categorized 
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as highly active while those between 600 and 1500 MET-minutes were categorized as 
moderately active while those below 600 MET-minutes were categorized as sedentary.  
 
 
Subjects in both groups were male and over 18 years of age.  
Exclusion Criteria: Diabetics, hypertensive, those with chronic respiratory diseases, heart 
diseases, those who are on any long term medications and those who practice some other form of 
martial arts, meditation or breathing exercises were excluded from the study.  
Tests were done after obtaining written informed consent from the subjects. 
 
Twenty martial artists of mean age 26.2 ± 5.2 years, mean BMI of 22.98 ± 2.1 kg/m² and 
moderate to heavy physical activity levels were compared with controls of mean age 25.3 ± 5.2 
years, mean BMI of 22.6 ± 2.7 kg/m² and with moderate to heavy physical activity levels. There 
was no statistical difference in age (p>0.05), BMI (p>0.05) or Physical activity levels (p>0.05). 
 
PRE-TEST INSTRUCTIONS 
Prior to the test subjects were given instructions to  
A. Avoid smoking and drinking alcohol or caffeinated beverages for 12 hours prior to test  
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B. Avoid strenuous activity one day prior to testing  
C. To have at least seven hours of sleep in the previous night.  
D. On the morning of the test to come fasting or to have only a light breakfast atleast two hours 
before test.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Tests were conducted in Clinical physiology lab of the Department of Physiology in 
Christian Medical College, Vellore. All tests were done between 5:00 AM and 12:30 PM. The 
subjects were all tested by the same examiner. Compliance with pretest instructions was 
checked. Height and weight was measured and BMI computed.  
Physical activity readiness was assessed by Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q). 
(86)  
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 
 
The experiments were done in this order after a twenty minute supine rest period: 
1) Recording of 5-min ECG and respiration for short-term HRV analysis 
2) Cardiac autonomic function tests 
3) Treadmill test 
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Environmental settings like room temperature, lighting were standardized. The room was 
quiet. Each Subject was asked to lie supine on the bed and instrumentation was done. ECG leads 
were placed in lead II configuration after scrubbing skin with cotton soaked in spirit and a 
respiratory belt was placed to record respiratory movements. Blood pressure was measured by 
manual sphygmomanometry. The ECG and respiration was amplified and converted into digital 
signals using MP150 (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., CA 93117, USA) accessed using AcqKnowledge 
software version 3.9.1 and stored in a personal computer.  
 
While the subjects were resting in supine position, repeated measurements of blood 
pressure (BP) were made by manual sphygmomanometry. The mean arterial pressure (MAP) 
was computed from the stable BP recording made after 15 min of supine rest. After 20 minutes 
of supine rest a five minute recording of ECG and respiration was done for short term heart rate 
variability analysis. The resting respiratory rate was calculated from this recording.  
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Short term heart rate variability Analysis 
The 5minute ECG (Figure 8) was scrutinized to ensure that there were no ectopic beats 
and no artifacts and noise. The 5-min ECG was then analyzed using Nevrokard aHRV analysis 
software and time and frequency domain parameters of HRV were computed. The time domain 
parameters computed were SDNN, RMSSD and pNN50. The frequency domain parameters 
computed were LF power, HF power, LF/HF ratio, LF power in normalized units, HF power in 
normalized units and total power. 
 
Resting heart rate 
The resting heart rate also calculated from the five minute ECG data. (Figure 8) 
 
Resting respiratory rate  
Resting respiratory rate was calculated from the five minute data by taking an average of 
five minutes of respiratory data. (Figure 8) 
 
Rate Pressure Product 
Rate pressure product was obtained by multiplying the resting heart rate with systolic 
blood pressure obtained with rest in the supine position.  
 
Mean arterial pressure 
The resting mean arterial pressure (RMAP) was calculated from the resting BP. 
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Cardiac autonomic tests:  
After the five minutes of recording for short term heart rate variability the rest of the 
cardiac autonomic tests were done with a rest period of 2 minutes between each test. The tests 
were deep breathing test, orthostatic challenge test, Valsalva maneuver and maximal handgrip 
test. The ECG was recorded during all the tests. Respiration was recorded only in deep breathing 
test.  
 
Deep breathing test 
 
Deep breathing evaluates changes in heart rate that is caused by “deep” breathing at   
breaths/min. (Figure 9) Still in the supine position, the subject was instructed to inhale and 
exhale for 5 seconds each, by verbal and visual cues provided by the examiner. This 10 second 
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respiratory cycle was repeated 6 times. Breathing was instructed to be slow, continuous and 
regular. The maximum heart rate during each deep inspiration and minimum heart rate during 
each deep expiration was calculated. The differences in these heart rates were averaged to get the 
I-E indices. The six values obtained were averaged to get the I-E index.  The maximum RR 
interval in each deep expiration and minimum RR interval in each deep inspiration was 
calculated and divided to get E/I ratios. (52,54). The values obtained were averaged to get the E/I 
ratio. 
 
Orthostatic Challenge Test 
 
After taking the supine BP, subjects were asked to stand erect from the supine position as 
quickly as possible (within 3 seconds) and with minimal effort. Immediately on standing a BP 
recording was taken. If systolic BP did not fall more than 10mmHg compared to the supine, the 
subject was asked to sit down. Normally an increase in heart rate occurs on standing that is 
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maximal at about the 15th beat, followed by a relative bradycardia, maximal around the 30th 
beat after standing (Figure 10). The RR interval of the longest beat around the 30
th
 beat was 
divided by the shortest RR interval around the 15
th
 beat to compute the 30:15 ratios. (52,54) 
 
Valsalva maneuver 
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Valsalva apparatus was made by connecting the pressure gauge of a sphygmomanometer 
to a 5 ml plastic syringe. An air leak is also made in the tubing to prevent closing of the glottis 
while blowing into the plastic syringe (figure 11). (87) The subject was made to sit comfortably 
and nostril was clamped.  Then the subjects were instructed to take a deep breath and blow 
forcibly into the plastic syringe which served as the mouth piece of the apparatus, till the 
mercury in the manometer reached a reading of 40 mm Hg. Subjects were asked to continue to 
blow out to maintain the same pressure till instructed. (Figure 12) The pressure was maintained 
for more than 10 seconds up to 40 seconds. The test was done twice with a rest period of 2 
minutes in between. Valsalva ratio was calculated by dividing the maximum heart rate during the 
maneuver by the lowest heart rate obtained within 30 seconds after the peak heart rate, after 
stopping the maneuver.  
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Maximal handgrip test 
Subject was asked to relax with arms resting and a baseline ECG was recorded, after 
which subjects were instructed to grip a hand dynamometer with maximal power for three 
seconds. The test was repeated after 2 minutes. The mean heart rate before procedure was 
subtracted from maximum heart rate achieved during procedure to obtain MHG ratio. The 
highest value was taken for analysis.  
 
Treadmill test 
After the cardiac autonomic function tests, the treadmill test was administered. The 
treadmill (RMS TMT MK II, Recorders & Medicare systems) was programmed using RMS 
CARDIO software in a Personal computer to run the fixed ramp protocol. Polar wireless heart 
rate monitor belt (RS800Cx, Polar Electro, Finland) was applied to the chest of the subject. 
(Figure 13) 
The treadmill protocol was explained to the subject. The protocol started at a low 
treadmill speed and speed increased slowly and angle of incline of the ramp also increased at a 
fixed intervals starting from zero grade hence the work rate increased at a constant rate [see table 
2]. (62) A fixed ramp protocol was used. The speed increased in two steps to the running speed 
of 10km/hr. After two minutes were run at this speed the grade was increased by 2% every 
minute till test was stopped at volitional fatigue. Subjects were instructed to assess rate of 
perceived exertion by referring to a  org‟s C    visual analogue scale affixed to the treadmill. 
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At volitional fatigue treadmill was stopped and subject was placed in supine position as 
soon as possible (less than 5 seconds). Subjects were instructed to lie still for a further six 
minutes. The various parameters assessed were maximal heart rate reached during exercise, ratio 
of maximal to resting heart rate, total treadmill time, Work intensity and heart rate recovery at 
various periods of recovery.  
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Maximal Heart rate 
The polar heart rate monitor measured the heart rate of the subject by taking an average of five 
beats. The maximal heart rate was obtained from this data after being transferred to a personal 
computer.  
Ratio of maximal to resting heart rate 
The ratio was calculated for each subject by dividing the maximal heart rate with resting 
heart rate. 
 
Total treadmill time:  
The total duration was calculated from the recordings for each subject. 
Work Intensity 
Work Intensity (WI) was obtained by multiplying the weight of the subject with the grade 
of the treadmill at maximal intensity and the speed of the treadmill. 
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Recovery heart rate:  
Absolute heart rates at 15, 30, 60, 120, 180. 240 and 300 seconds were obtained from the 
Polar data. The recovery Heart rates at these time periods were calculated by subtracting from 
the maximal heart rate. 
Heart rate Recovery Time Constants 
The recovery heart rates were plotted from the absolute heart rates used earlier and curve fitting 
was done with double exponential offset fit using Igor Pro version 5 (WaveMetrics, USA).  
Double exponential of two Kungfu subjects and two control subjects are seen in figure 15. 
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The time constants were named Tau1 and Tau2 as given by the program.  Tau1 and Tau2 of all 
the subjects were compared to see if they were significantly different. The lowest time constant 
was designated as TauP and larger time constant as TauS and compared across the whole group. 
TauP and TauS of all the subjects were compared.  The Tau1, Tau2, TauP and TauS of 
Kungfu subjects were compared with control subjects 
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Duration of Kungfu Training 
Duration of Kungfu training was enquired from each subject and correlated with resting heart 
rate, mean arterial pressure, rate pressure product, Time domain heart rate variability indices, 
Frequency domain heart rate variability indices, Standard cardiac autonomic function test 
parameters, maximal heart rate reached with exercise, ratio of maximal heart rate (reached with 
maximal exercise) to resting heart rate, treadmill exercise time, work Intensity, absolute heart 
rates at various times of recovery , Recovery heart rates and the recovery time constants. 
 
Breath Out Maneuver 
 reathing exercise called „breath out maneuver‟ is done multiple times during a Kungfu 
class, whenever the subjects are out of breath. During the latter half of class as students are more 
tired, „breath out‟ maneuver is done once every couple of minutes. To understand the 
physiological effect of „breath out‟ maneuver two subjects were asked to do the breath out 
maneuver and the heart rate and respiration changes were examined and analyzed. 
Potential confounders  
Potential confounders were mental or emotional stress of subject on the day of recording. 
 
Statistical analysis  
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS.  ariance was assessed using Levene‟s test. An 
independent sample t- test was done. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.  
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 tudent‟s t test was done to compare the time constants within and between the groups. Linear 
regression was done to correlate duration of Kungfu training with the parameters.  
  
 
 
 RESULTS 
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RESULTS 
 
All results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
 
Short term heart rate variability Analysis 
Time domain parameters:  
SDNN value of 106.66 ± 78.57 ms in Kungfu subjects was found to be significantly 
greater than the control value of 83.4 ± 27.16 ms (p < 0.05) 
RMSSD value of 105.47 ± 83.59 ms in Kungfu subjects was found to be significantly 
greater than that of controls with a value of 77.2 ± 33.36 ms (p < 0.05) 
pNN50 in Kungfu and control groups were not statistically different. 
  
Frequency domain parameters:  
LF power in Kungfu was 3281.2 ± 5209.1 ms² and in controls it was 2848.2 ± 899.9 ms² 
while HF power in Kungfu was 3330.9 ± 5047.1 ms² and in controls it was 2801.6 ± 
2221.1 ms². The total power in Kungfu subjects were found to be 6612.1± 10030.6 ms² 
while in controls it was 5649.9 ± 4359.4 ms².  LF/HF ratio in Kungfu was 1.5 ± 1.2 while 
in controls it was 1.4 ± 1.3. LFnu in Kungfu was 0.5 ± 0.2 nu (normalized units) while in 
controls it was 0.5  ± 0.2 nu and HFnu in Kungfu was 0.5  ± 0.2 nu while in controls it 
was 0.5 ± 0.2 nu. None of the frequency domain parameters were found to be 
significantly different. All frequency domain parameters were comparable in both groups. 
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Resting parameters 
 
Resting heart rate in Kungfu was 60.92 ± 6.72 bpm while in controls it was 62.14 ± 7.94 
bpm. The resting mean arterial pressure in Kungfu was found to be 81.47 ± 5.04 mmHg 
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while in controls it was 85.03 ±5.00 mmHg. The Resting respiratory rate in Kungfu was 
16.6±2.19 breaths/ min while in controls it was 15.75 ± 2.12 breaths/min. The Rate 
Pressure Product in Kungfu subjects were 6567.3 ± 907.66 bpm mmHg while in controls 
it was 6929 ± 856.20 bpm mmHg. None of the parameters were significantly different. 
 
 
Other cardiac autonomic function test parameters 
I-E index of the deep breathing test in Kungfu group was 29.56 ± 7.66 bpm while in 
controls it was 26.32 ± 6.86 bpm while the E/I ratio of the deep breathing test in Kungfu 
was 1.62 ± 0.21 and in controls it was 1.53 ± 0.18. The 30:15 ratio obtained by 
performing orthostatic challenge test in Kungfu group was 1.54 ± 0.26 while in controls it 
was 1.59 ± 0.27. The Valsalva ratio in Kungfu group was 2 ± 0.4 while in controls it was 
1.92 ± 0.32 and the maximal handgrip ratio in Kungfu was 25.5 ± 8.4 bpm while in 
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controls it was 24.6 ± 9.08 bpm. None of the cardiac autonomic function test parameters 
were significantly different in the two groups. 
 
 
Treadmill test Parameters 
Maximal heart rate reached with maximal exercise in Kungfu group (182.8 ± 7.80 bpm) 
was significantly lower (p<0.05) than that in controls (185.55 ± 12.37 bpm). 
The Ratio of maximal to resting heart rate was 3.04 ± 0.38 in Kungfu and 3.03 ± 0.39 in 
controls. The total exercise duration was 405.25 ± 86.21 seconds in Kungfu group while 
it was 388 ± 80.38 seconds in controls. The mean maximal power output in Kungfu 
group was 119.7 ± 54.5 Kg m/s and in control group it was 111.9 ± 50.2 Kg m/s. These 
parameters were not statistically different between the groups. 
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Recovery period parameters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 
absolute heart rates at 15, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240 and 300 seconds were 172.6 ± 9.3 bpm, 
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153.2 ± 9.9 bpm, 132.6 ± 8.8 bpm, 113 ± 9.2 bpm, 103.7 ± 10.1 bpm, 100.4 ± 8.7 bpm 
and 98.9 ± 7.8 bpm in Kungfu group while in controls it was 174.4 ± 12.6 bpm, 156.6 ± 
13.2 bpm, 137.6 ± 12 bpm, 115.9 ± 9.4 bpm, 107.3 ± 10.6 bpm, 106 ± 10.1 bpm and 
102.8 ± 10.2 bpm respectively. While the recovery heart rates at the same intervals were 
10.3 ± 4.3 bpm, 29.5 ± 6.7 bpm, 50.2 ± 5.6 bpm, 69.8 ± 5.7 bpm, 79.2 ± 7.8 bpm, 82.5 ± 
7.9 bpm and 84 ± 7.4 bpm in the Kungfu group while in the control group it was 11.2 ± 
3.7 bpm, 29 ± 4.9 v, 48 ± 6.2 bpm, 69.7 ± 7.2 bpm, 78.3 ± 7.1 bpm, 79.6 ± 9.8 bpm and 
82.8 ± 8.4 bpm. All the variables were similar in both groups as there was no statistically 
significant difference. 
Heart rate Recovery Time Constants 
Mean Tau1 for both groups combined was 67.6 ± 33.81 seconds and mean Tau2 was 
found to be 123.92 ± 122.82 seconds and these values were significantly different with a 
p Value of 0.0065. Mean TauP for both groups combined was 62.45 ± 18.55 seconds and 
mean TauS was 129.07 ± 123.43 seconds. Mean TauP was significantly different from 
mean TauS with a p value of 0.0012. Mean Tau1 for the Kungfu group 61.73 ± 21.53 
was not significantly different from the mean Tau1 of the control group value of 73.47 ± 
42.54 seconds. Mean Tau2 for the Kungfu group 160.07 ± 161.53 seconds was not 
significantly different from the mean Tau2 of the control group value of 87.77 ± 46.08 
seconds with a p value of 0.06. Mean TauP for the Kungfu group 60.44 ± 20.72 seconds 
was not significantly different from the mean TauP of the control group value of 64.47 ± 
16.4 seconds. Mean TauS for the Kungfu group 161.36 ±  160.8 seconds  was not 
significantly different from the mean TauS of the control group value of  96.77 ± 56.77 
seconds with a p value of  0.1. 
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Table 8: Comparison of mean Tau values in Kungfu and 
control group 
    Kungfu Control p value   
  Tau1,s 61.73 ± 21.53 73.47 ± 42.54 0.28   
  Tau2,s 160.07 ±  161.53 87.77 ± 46.08 0.06   
  TauP,s 60.44 ± 20.72 64.47 ± 16.4 0.5   
  TauS,s 161.36 ±  160.8 96.77 ± 56.77 0.1   
    
  
All values in mean± SD. p<0.05 considered significant. 
Tau1-  First time constant of recovery heart rate decay, Tau2 
– Second time constant of recovery heart rate decay, TauP -  
Time constant of recovery heart rate decay for 
parasympathetic reactivation,  TauS -  Time constant of 
recovery heart rate decay for sympathetic withdrawal 
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Breath Out Maneuver 
 
 
Figure 17 shows the heart rate change with breath out maneuver and valsalva maneuver in two 
Kungfu subjects. 
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Linear Regression Analysis 
Table 9 Linear regression analysis with Kungfu training duration (n=20) 
          
Parameter pValue   Parameter pValue 
Resting heart rate, bpm 0.978   HRmax, bpm 0.033* 
Resting MAP, mmHg 0.344   HRmax/RHR ratio 0.504 
Rate Pressure Product mmHg bpm 0.859   HR15 , bpm 0.062 
Respiratory rate breaths/min 0.191   HR30 , bpm 0.19* 
DBT I-E, bpm 0.06   HR60 , bpm  0.444 
DBT E/I ratio 0.028*   HR120 , bpm  0.597 
OCT 30:15 ratio  0.239   HR180 , bpm  0.667 
MHG ratio, bpm 0.251   HR300 , bpm 0.851 
Valsalva ratio  0.852   HR300 0.823 
SDNN , ms 0.124   HRR15 , bpm 0.847 
RMSSD, ms 0.158   HRR30 , bpm 0.657 
pNN50, % 0.512   HRR60 , bpm 0.102 
LF Power, ms² 0.309   HRR120 , bpm 0.048* 
HF Power, ms² 0.491   HRR180 , bpm 0.135 
LF/HF Ratio 0.692   HRR240 , bpm 0.064 
LFnu, nu 0.776   HRR300 , bpm 0.049* 
HFnu, nu 0.776   Tau1, s 0.816 
Total Power, ms² 0.382   Tau2, s 0.578 
Exercise Duration, s 0.649   TauP, s 0.837 
Power Output, Kg m/s   0.509   TauS, s 0.573 
          
*p<0.05 considered significant. MAP – Mean arterial pressre, DBT – dep 
breathing test, MHG – Maximal hand grip, SDNN – Standard deviation of normal 
- to - normal RR intervals, RMSSD – Root mean square of successive differences 
between adjacent RR intervals, pNN50 – percentage of RR intervals with 
difference > 50 milliseconds, LF – Low frequency, HF – High frequency, nu – 
normalized units, HRmax – maximal heart rate achieved with maximal exercise, 
HRn – Absolute heart rate at nth second of recovery, HRRn – heart rate recovery 
at nth second of recovery, Tau1-  First time constant of recovery heart rate decay, 
Tau2 – Second time constant of recovery heart rate decay, TauP -  Time constant 
of recovery heart rate decay for parasympathetic reactivation,  TauS -  Time 
constant of recovery heart rate decay for sympathetic withdrawal 
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With dependent variable as duration of Kungfu training the various parameters were 
analyzed using linear regression. The Deep breathing test E/I ratio was significantly affected by 
Kungfu training (p<0.05) while the I – E was not significant with a p Value of 0.06. The Deep 
breathing test E/I ratio significantly decreased with progressively increasing training duration.  
 
 
The maximal heart rate achieved (HRmax) was significantly related to duration of 
Kungfu training (p<0.05) and decreased with progressive Kungfu training.  
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The absolute heart rate at the 15th second in the recovery period was not significantly 
related to duration of Kungfu training p = 0.062.  
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The absolute heart rate at the 30
th
 second in the recovery period was significantly 
decreased by longer duration of Kungfu training while other values were not significant. 
Recovery Heart rate by the 120
th
 and 300
th
 second were significantly (p<0.05) decreased by 
duration of Kungfu training. Recovery heart rate by the 240
th
 second was not significant with a p 
value of 0.064. Other recovery heart rates were not significantly affected by duration of Kungfu 
training. 
  
 
DISCUSSION 
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DISCUSSION 
Exercise is a specific type of planned structure physical activity done to improve or 
maintain physical fitness.(2) Physical fitness is comprised of multiple attributes related to the 
ability to perform physical activity. Some of the attributes include as varied parameters as 
cardiorespiratory fitness, regional body fat distribution,  body mass index, muscular strength, 
muscular endurance, flexibility, power, reaction time, speed, blood sugar levels and blood lipid 
levels.(2) Various exercise training regimens have been studied to see their effect on the various 
components of fitness.   O2 max is the best indicator of cardiorespiratory fitness.(62)  Aerobic 
training has been shown to improve cardiorespiratory fitness. Rather than have multiple exercise 
regimens targeted at improving each attribute of physical fitness, a better strategy would be to do 
a combination exercise that will improve as many attributes of fitness as possible. Also the types 
of training that have been studied extensively, often requires specialized equipment that may not 
be available to the general population. Martial arts are a unique exercise regimen that is generally 
available and does not require any specialized equipment.   
Many studies have been conducted that look at the effect of Kungfu training on different 
components of physical fitness. This is the first study comparing cardiac autonomic parameters 
and physical fitness measures in Kungfu practitioners and controls of similar physical activity 
level that do not practice any other form of martial art. Previous studies that specifically looked 
at cardiorespiratory fitness have compared Kungfu subjects with controls who practiced an 
alternate martial art.  (12,48) 
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Both Tsang et al and Schneider et al have compared Kungfu training with tai chi training. 
Tai chi is a soft martial art which incorporates breathing exercises and meditation with less 
emphasis on power. (44) This may act as a confounder. The intensity of Kungfu sessions are 
higher with an oxygen consumption of 52.4% of   O2 max and achieving a heart rate of  70.5 – 89 
% of HRmax, while tai chi practice reaches  36.4% of   O2 max and 59.8% of HRmax.(13,48). 
Elderly subjects who have been trained in tai chi for a year have been found to have significantly 
better aerobic capacity than sedentary controls while having similar aerobic capacity as brisk 
walking controls.  
In the current study, all alternate martial artists, those performing other types of breathing 
exercise and meditation were excluded. 
Tsang et al compared the effect of six months training in Kungfu in obese adolescents in 
a randomized control setting comparing with tai chi training assuming it to be a sham 
exercise.(12) 
Both Kungfu and tai chi groups showed significant improvement in absolute upper and 
lower body strength, and upper body muscle endurance, without any difference between groups. 
Because of the low baseline levels in obese sedentary subjects any form of exercise may show a 
significant improvement. Selection of sedentary controls can be a selection bias as sedentary 
obese subjects will have a low baseline fitness level. To avoid this selection bias the current 
study compared subjects of similar physical activity levels.  
Tsang et al showed significant improvement in submaximal fitness in Kungfu group 
while the peak aerobic fitness was same in Kungfu and tai chi group which is consistent with the 
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results of the current study which shows no significant difference in physical fitness parameters 
between Kungfu group and controls of similar physical activity level. The peak fitness did not 
alter with six months martial arts training in both groups.  
Tsang et al showed that the Kungfu group had significantly greater lower body muscle 
endurance and upper body muscle velocity than tai chi group. Also the upper body peak velocity 
significantly declined over six months in the tai chi group. This may be due to the focus of 
Kungfu on power and speed while tai chi focuses on slow meditative movements.  
Schneider and Leung also studied the effect of Kungfu training on cardiorespiratory 
fitness by using a tai chi group as a control. There was no significant difference in   O2 max and 
HRmax between the groups. The current study has shown that HRmax is lower in Kungfu 
subjects (K = 182.8) when compared to control subjects (C = 185.6).  The lack of difference in 
HRmax between Kungfu and tai chi subjects in study by Schneider and Leung suggest the 
possibility that the decrease in HRmax may be due to the components of martial arts training 
which will be present in both the Kungfu trained and the tai chi trained martial artist who are 
being compared. 
Various studies have shown that both anaerobic and aerobic exercise training can 
decrease maximal heart rate achieved in maximal exercise testing. (88–90)  Zavorsky has shown 
that aerobic training and detraining can vary the HRmax by 3 – 7%.(90) The reason for this 
decreased HRmax is not clear but some of the proposed mechanisms are plasma volume 
expansion, enhanced baroreflex function, alteration of SA nodal activity and change in 
sympathetic receptor profile produced by regular exercise. (90)  
Was the significant decrease of HRmax in Kungfu due to any underperformance by 
Kungfu subjects? The question is answered by the fact that the work intensity at maximal level 
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was the same in both groups (p>0.05). The Kungfu group has reached the same work intensity 
with a lower HRmax, showing better work capacity for the same level of workload. This lower 
heart rate for a work load may have been the reason for significantly higher submaximal fitness 
shown by Tsang et al in Kungfu group. 
Effect of Kungfu training on the other parameters of fitness has been studied by other 
groups. Six month Kungfu training when compared to tai chi training in obese adolescents was 
found to have no significant difference in body composition parameters, bone mineral density, 
blood lipids, blood glucose and HbA1c between the martial arts groups. (42,43) Kungfu trained 
subjects had  significantly better total auditory reaction times, movement time, hand speed, 
effective mass, leg muscle strength than sedentary controls while there was no significant 
difference in trunk muscle strength.(44,91) Jones and Unnithan compared experts in Kungfu to 
novices and found that while doing forms and punching experts, worked at a significantly lower 
percentage of   O2 max showing a better aerobic economy. The exercise intensity elicited by 
Kungfu protocols were found to be in the cardiovascular training zone. 
No other group has studied the effect of Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic control. 
The significant increase in SDNN in Kungfu subjects (K = 106.7) over controls (C = 83.4) 
reflects an increase in total Heart rate variability in Kungfu trained subjects when compared to 
subjects with same physical activity level.  
RMSSD which is an index of vagal activity was significantly higher in Kungfu subjects 
(K = 105.5) than in controls (C = 77.2). This indicates higher parasympathetic modulations in 
Kungfu trained subjects. While pNN50 and HFnu both are alternate indices of parasympathetic 
activity, they were not significantly different between the groups. This seems contradictory but 
RMSSD is reported to be a better parameter than pNN50 as it is not influenced by heart rate 
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trends and is independent of mean heart rate and has overall better statistical properties.(57,92) 
so the significant RMSSD change should be considered to be more valid. 
Which component of Kungfu training is responsible for this significant increase in 
cardiac autonomic modulations? 
Kungfu is a combination of aerobic and anaerobic exercise interspersed with frequent 
breathing exercises with a short period of meditation at the beginning and end. Meditation and 
breathing maneuvers have been shown to improve cardiac autonomic modulations. (22) But 
there is only a short period of meditation.  reathing exercise called „breath out maneuver‟ is 
done multiple times during a Kungfu class, whenever the subjects are out of breath. During the 
latter half of class as students are more tired, „breath out‟ maneuver is done once every couple of 
minutes.  
To understand the physiological effect of „breath out‟ maneuver two subjects were asked 
to do the breath out maneuver and the heart rate and respiration changes were examined and 
analyzed. „ reath out‟ maneuver consists of a slow forced expiration in the standing position 
with abdominal muscles contracted. The arms move forward while air is slowly blown out 
forcibly against a partially closed glottis. During the expiration phase of the maneuver the heart 
rate was found to rise slowly. After cessation of maneuver there was a sudden bradycardia.  
Valsalva maneuver is forced expiration against resistance. In Valsalva maneuver also a similar 
reflex bradycardia is observed. The heart rate responses to „breath out‟ and valsalva maneuvers 
are compared in figure 17.  
The breath out maneuver may be a modified form of Valsalva maneuver.  Does this use 
of modified Valsalva maneuver have any positive or detrimental effect on cardiac autonomic 
status? This question is answered by our study. Let us look at the Valsalva maneuver. 
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Valsalva maneuver was originally described by Antonio Valsalva in 1704 in his Latin 
treatise „De aure humana tractatus‟.(93) Valsalva maneuver is defined as forceful expiration 
against a closed glottis or with an open glottis against an expiratory pressure.(94–96) Valsalva 
maneuver may lead to medical complications like Valsalva retinopathy and surgical 
emphysema.(93) Valsalva maneuvers are performed often, both voluntarily and involuntarily 
during daily life when coughing, straining and lifting weights. So it is essential to understand the 
underlying physiology. 
Valsalva maneuver has four physiological phases: 
Phase I - Onset of blowing.  In this phase forced expiration raises intrathoracic pressure pressing 
on aorta leading to raised MAP. (94–96) 
Phase II - Continued expiration. Due to continually raised intrathoracic pressure there is a fall in 
venous return and consecutively there is decreased atrial filling leading to decreased cardiac 
output and BP falls. Fall in BP causes unloading of the baroreceptors located in the carotid sinus 
and aortic arch caused decreased impulses in glossopharyngeal and vagal afferents to the nucleus 
of the tractus solitarius. Sympathetic outflow is stimulated via centers in the medulla leading to 
peripheral vasoconstriction and increase in cardiac output and hence BP. Vagal neurons of the 
nucleus ambiguus are inhibited leading to a rise in heart rate. (94–96) 
Phase III - Release of strain. After release of expiratory pressure Intrathoracic pressure becomes 
negative leading to release of pressure on the arterial tree causing drop in BP and entry of blood 
into the pulmonary vasculature. (94–96) 
Phase IV - Recovery. As cardiac output becomes normal, the persistently increased sympathetic 
tone and systemic vascular resistance leads to overshoot of BP. A reflex bradycardia results due 
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to stimulation of arterial baroreceptors, and later both BP and heart rate return to baseline values. 
(94–96) 
The tachycardia in phase II and the bradycardia in phase IV are used as indexes of 
cardiovagal integrity. The hypertensive response in phase IV and BP recovery in phase II and are 
used as indexes of baroreceptor mediated sympathetic integrity .Valsalva maneuver can be used 
to noninvasively  assess baroreceptor sensitivity. (94–96) 
What is the consequence of this repeated stimulation of baroreflex in Kungfu subjects? 
The breath out maneuver is done in the standing position. In standing position there is increased 
total peripheral resistance, heart rate and while doing valsalva there is an increased fall of BP in 
phase II and overshoot in phase IV.(96) Baroreflex gain is found to be reduced in standing 
valsalva when compared to supine position but even with lower gain  the repeated „breath out‟ 
maneuvers may increase the baroreceptor sensitivity by repeated stimulation of the baroreflex. 
Tai Chi training has been shown to significantly improve baroreflex sensitivity. (97) Aerobic 
training also increases baroreflex sensitivity.(98) 
This improvement in cardiac autonomic modulations and specifically vagal modulations 
and the lowering of HRmax caused by Kungfu training may be due to this increased baroreceptor 
sensitivity.  
Tai chi training, similarly, has been shown to significantly increase overall cardiac 
autonomic modulations and specifically increase vagal tone and modulations by decreasing heart 
rate, increasing total variability, increasing SDNN and increasing HFnu. (99–101) 
  Whether modified Valsalva maneuver should be included in other fitness regimens needs 
more research.  
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Heart rate recovery after exercise occurs through the synergistic action of both wings of 
the autonomic nervous and also through other intrinsic processes in the circulatory system. As 
both wings of the autonomic nervous system act through receptors and hence acts through first 
order kinetics, various scientists have attempted to explain the heart rate decay after exercise 
through first order kinetics.(79,83) But these attempts have not borne fruit as first order 
exponential function is not a good model to explain recovery after a maximal exercise.(83) 
Pierpont et al has shown that in spite of this inability to fully model maximal exercise recovery 
satisfactorily, first order kinetics can provide a reasonable model for submaximal exercise 
recovery(83) and Wang et al has shown that the first order time constant is a useful measure of 
fitness.(84) 
In the present study it is proposed that since two exponential functions namely 
parasympathetic reactivation and sympathetic withdrawal are involved in the heart rate recovery 
from maximal exercise a double exponential function will explain the heart rate decay better. 
And such a double exponential function will provide two time constants, each showing the speed 
of action of the underlying processes, namely parasympathetic reactivation and sympathetic 
withdrawal. Since action of parasympathetic nervous system is faster, the lower time constant 
could be the time constant that describes the activity of the parasympathetic system. Fitting of 
the recovery heart rate curves resulted in two time constants which were significantly different 
from each other (p< 0.05), showing the existence of two systems at work that cause the decay of 
heart rate post exercise. Mean Tau1 for both groups combined was 67.6 ± 33.81 seconds and 
mean Tau2 was found to be 123.92 ± 122.82 seconds showing the existence of two systems with 
different speed of actions. The lower Time constant was assumed to be due to the 
parasympathetic nervous system and the time constants named as TauP, with a mean value of 
62.45 ± 18.55 seconds and the larger Time constant was assumed to be due to activity of 
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sympathetic nervous system and named as TauS, with a mean value of 129.07 ± 123.43 seconds. 
TauP and TauS was also found to be significantly different from each other. (p < 0.05). There 
was no significant difference between the time constants of Kungfu and control groups. Mean 
value of Tau2 was 160.07 ± 161.53 seconds in Kungfu subjects and 87.77 ± 46.08 seconds in 
control subjects and mean TauS value was 161.36 ± 160.8 seconds in Kungfu subjects and 96.77 
± 56.77 seconds in control subjects. 
Double exponential modeling of heart rate recovery is a useful tool, which can help us 
study the underlying physiological processes that occur during recovery, and TauP and TauS 
can be important indices of health of the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems and 
should be further studied. 
The duration of Kungfu training affected the various autonomic and fitness parameters in 
different ways. The resting parameters, heart rate variability parameters, recovery time constants, 
exercise duration and intensity were not affected by duration of Kungfu training. Autonomic 
function tests other than deep breathing indices were not influenced by training duration.  
E/I ratio was negatively influenced by Kungfu training (p < 0.05) as shown in figure 18. 
However the I – E index did not show a significant correlation with duration of Kungfu training. 
The E/I ratio and the I-E index are indices reflecting the same branch of autonomic nervous 
system, namely cardiac parasympathetic activity. Hence the finding of a significant correlation 
between only E/I ratio and duration of Kungfu training may be a trivial finding without any 
implication. Breath out maneuver and other breathing exercises may modify the effect of 
breathing on the autonomic control of heart rate. There may not be a significant effect on the 
parasympathetic tone itself as the resting heart rate is comparable between the Kungfu and the 
control group pointing to similar parasympathetic tone. 
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The maximal heart rate achieved with maximal exercise showed significant linear 
decrease with duration of Kungfu training as shown in figure 19. This decrease of HRmax with 
progressive Kungfu training may show the training effect of significantly lower HRmax seen.  
During recovery period the absolute heart rate decrease with Kungfu training was 
significant in the 30th second (p< 0.05) as shown in figure 24. As absolute heart rate values in 
recovery period is directly related to   O2 max , this indirectly shows increased   O2 max  associated 
with Kungfu training.(24) 
But the Recovery Heart rate by the 120th and 300th second were significantly lowered 
(p<0.05) by duration of Kungfu training (figure 20). But absolute heart rate is a better parameter 
as it is more reliable than recovery heart rate as HRR is more heterogenous and correlation 
between recovery heart rate and   O2 max is highest in the initial 15-30 seconds of recovery as 
shown by Verma et al. (24,75) Therefore the correlation between HRR at 120th and 300th sec 
and Kungfu training duration may not be of much importance, while the correlation between 
absolute heart rate 30 sec after stopping exercise and the duration of training may be noteworthy 
reflecting greater   O  max in longer trained martial artists.    
In conclusion, subjects with Kungfu training had greater total heart rate variability as 
denoted by greater SDNN and greater cardiac vagal modulations as denoted by greater RMSSD 
than control subjects with similar physical activity levels. This augmented cardiac autonomic 
control observed in Kungfu subjects may be attributable to the regular practice of „breath out 
maneuvers‟, which form an intrinsic part of the exercise protocol of Kungfu training. With 
increased duration of Kungfu training there was significant decrease in the maximal heart rate 
achieved with maximal exercise and the absolute heart rate thirty seconds after stopping maximal 
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exercise, in the martial artists. This finding may simply be a reflection of the positive effect of 
longer duration of training on the work capacity and   O  max of martial artists.
  
 
 
 
 
 
LIMITATIONS 
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LIMITATIONS 
Direct Assessment of   O2 max was not possible due to unavailability of breath analyzing 
equipment. Suitable indirect methods were used to assess it. If such equipment is 
available, an individualized ramp protocol targeted at 9 minutes to reach exercise time 
could have been used. A fixed ramp protocol was used as the treadmill time duration 
itself was a parameter for indirectly assessing   O2 max.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUMMARY AND 
CONCLUSIONS
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
                     Higher physical fitness appears to prolong life. (4–6) To attain, maintain and 
improve fitness, one mode of physical activity used is exercise. Exercise consists of planned, 
structured, and repetitive bodily movement. (2) Martial arts are methods of combat that have 
been altered into exercises. (7)  Kung Fu is a generic term used for Chinese martial arts. (8) 
Kungfu is a unique which incorporates a mixed anaerobic and aerobic exercise regimen which is 
combined with breathing exercises and meditation. (8–11) No studies have been done on the 
effect of Kung Fu training on cardiac autonomic function.  This study looked at the effect of 
Kungfu training on cardiac autonomic status and physical fitness. 
The cardiac autonomic effects of endurance and strength training have been studied 
separately and documented. (15) But there are no studies on combined aerobic and anaerobic 
training programs on cardiac autonomic status. Further, breathing exercises and meditation have 
been shown to affect cardiac autonomic status by lowering heart rate, modifying heart rate 
variability and decreasing blood pressure. (21,22) Kung Fu involves aerobic and anaerobic 
training, along with meditation and breathing exercises. There are no studies reporting the 
combined effects of all these maneuvers on physical fitness and cardiac autonomic control.  
Twenty Martial artists who have practiced Kungfu for over a year were recruited and 
compared with twenty normal subjects of similar age, BMI and physical activity. Cardiac 
autonomic status and fitness level was compared between these groups. 
The cardiac autonomic function tests administered were heart rate variability analysis, 
deep breathing test, orthostatic challenge test, Valsalva maneuver and maximal hand grip test. 
The tests were conducted as per standardized published protocols. Standard indices were 
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calculated from these tests and compared. The resting heart rate, resting blood pressure and rate 
pressure product were also obtained. This was followed by a maximal treadmill test. 
A maximal exercise test was used to estimate   O2 max indirectly. A fixed ramp protocol 
was used in a motor driven treadmill to administer a maximal test. Immediately after exercise, 
the subject rested in the supine position, during the period of recovery. The maximal heart rate 
achieved with maximal exercise (HRmax) and absolute heart rates at different points of recovery 
was obtained. The heart rate recovery (HRR) at a given point of time was computed by 
subtracting the absolute heart rate at that point of time from the HRmax. HRR is an index of 
physical fitness and a predictor of   O2 max. (24) The ratio of H max to resting heart rate and 
total exercise duration was also used as predictors of   O2 max. (25) The work intensity at 
maximal exercise was also calculated and compared. (26) 
The recovery heart rate decay was analyzed and it fitted well with double exponential 
functions. Two time constants were derived. The lower time constant was arbitrarily selected to 
be the parasympathetic reactivation time constant and the higher one was selected to be the 
sympathetic withdrawal time constant. These time constants were compared between the two 
groups. The effect of duration of Kungfu training on the various autonomic parameters was 
analyzed. 
Tests revealed significantly increased SDNN and RMSSD parameters of short-term heart 
rate variability in Kungfu trained subjects showing improved overall autonomic modulations and 
vagal modulations when compared to controls,. The maximal heart rate reached with maximal 
exercise was significantly less in Kungfu group. With increased duration of Kungfu training 
there was significant decrease in the maximal heart rate achieved with maximal exercise and the 
absolute heart rate thirty seconds after stopping maximal exercise, in the martial artists. This 
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finding may simply be a reflection of the positive effect of longer duration of training on the 
work capacity and   O  max of martial artists. 
Kungfu is a unique form of exercise training which incorporates aerobic exercises, 
anaerobic exercises, breathing exercises and meditation. Kungfu training improved overall heart 
rate variability and vagal modulations and allowed the subject to do similar quantum of work at a 
lower heart rate than controls, as evidenced by the lower heart rate in the Kungfu group at similar 
maximal work intensities reached by both groups.  
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FUTURE COURSE 
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FUTURE COURSE 
 
The breath out maneuver needs to be studied more to understand its physiological effects. 
And to determine whether it needs to be added to existing sports and fitness regimens. 
Effect of breathing exercise and meditation can be studied separately in a RCT setting to 
quantify the benefits when isolated from other forms of exercise. 
The effect of combined aerobic and anaerobic exercise training on cardiac autonomic control can 
be studied in a randomized crossover trial setting.  
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